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Thank you for purchasing the Supermarine Sparrow II
36” Free Flight Version

for that it will have to fly with an IC engine; probably a
diesel.
The two fuselage sides built up and also the rudder.

The fuselage and tail feathers
The fuselage still needs to have the stringers trimmed ‐
I install them as one long piece then trim later.
Supermarine Sparrow II 36” Free Flight Version
Model Specifications
230 laser cut parts
Scale:
~1/10
Channels: Free Flight – Not a RC Model
Wingspan: 36ʺ
Prop:
9
Wing Area: 220 sq in
Weight:
~5 oz
Power System:
GWS IPS
Wheels:
Balsa & plywood, Neoprene foam tires
Airfoil Type:
Flat bottomed
Designer:
M.K. Bengtson
Prototype Builder: Ian Easton
BUILDING THE MODEL

The Wing Drying
The centre rib and curved TE are not glued yet. Iʹll do
that after I separate the main spar.

The following is taken from Ianʹs build thread on the
model.
The proportions for this plane are perfect for free flight
so I donʹt anticipate any problems.

Here she is up on her landing gear

The designer designed it for the GWS IPS motor and
gears which I will install, but my plan is to have this
model ready to fly in the SAM champs in Las Vegas, so
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Another view of the same
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Here are the locating pins on the underside so that
they are inside the fuselage out of sight.

The tail is modified from the design to enable it to DT.

Hereʹs the hardwood dowel hinge for the tail to rotate
against.

Magnets in fuselage for struts
Wing saddle
I added sheeting to the top of the wing, plus 2 wire
saddles to hold the rubber bands.
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Hinge shown recessed in tail

Wing jig set up during assembly
Locating pegs

Hinge for tail

Magnets in fuselage for struts
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Magnet in strut

Wing mount

Magnets in struts, another view

Magnets for struts in wing
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Fuselage minus its wings and struts folded down.
I did increase the dihedral. The designer had it
designed for 2° and I made it 4°. I donʹt think it detracts
from the looks and it will help stability.
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Finished weight 7.62 oz or 216g = 5 oz/sq ft or 1g/sq in
an ideal weight for it.
Wings and tail covered with Silver Coverlite.

Engine and fuel tank

Test flying this morning. Real test glides showed a
pronounced stall. A 1/16ʺ shim under the LE of the tail
smoothed it out nicely.
I struggled for a while to get the engine started (ran
perfect at home of course), gave it a launch and was
treated to a nice big loop! Wow!
Added a bit of down thrust, struggled with the engine
again, launched it and got a BIG stall.
I stopped there as the wing mounts came loose, no real
damage though ‐ a 5 minute fix.
I did conclude two things from this though.
The bottom isnʹt covered yet as I wanted to balance it
first and rig up the DT internally. It took 8g in the nose to
balance it (0.28oz).

1)

I need to fit my DC Dart diesel engine. Even with
the Wenmac overpropped and run low revs as
possible it was still too much power.
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2)

Having experienced the same thing on other FF
models, Iʹm going to take out the entire Wing
incidence and set the bottom of the wing at 0°,
the same as the tail.

So now that the motor is out Iʹll fit the GWS IPS motor
that the sparrow was designed for.
Mount assembled, slotted for easy adjustment

The Dart is now installed and running nicely. (I knew I
should have put that in in the first place). I adjusted the
wing incidence. Now the decalage is 0° on the tail, +1.5°
on the wing. I didnʹt want to pull the CG any further
forward than it is. Iʹll give these settings a try Thursday
morning and if I need to Iʹll move the CG a bit.
I managed to get a half hour down at the flying field. I
got the plane out the van, checked it over, did a few test
glides, fuelled it up, started it in less than 30 seconds, gave
it a gentle push and away she went ‐ beautiful!
I did two more flights to see what the trim was doing.
Itʹs flying great and I just need to open up the turn under
power a bit with some side thrust. Glide is fine.

Motor mounted in fuselage

She looks great in the air. The big number 7ʹs under the
wing really set it off. The Dart is the perfect power plant
for it although a Cox 020 would work fine too.
Having the struts held on with magnets was a good
thing. The field I fly in is quite rough and every landing
the struts would pop off with no damage to the plane.
My Sparrow had one really good flight, but when it
landed it knocked the engine loose and I couldnʹt get it
glued back in right at the field. Fuel soaked wood being
the problem. It broke loose because I hadnʹt the time to
make a proper beam mount for the engine when I
changed it from the radial mount Wen‐mac. It had a flight
of 2 minutes and 43 seconds and had I filled the tank like
my wife suggested it would have been enough for second
place. So at that point it was 3rd. Then two more flights
came in higher that bumped it down to 5th, still a trophy
spot. The only thing is the other two flights that came in
never recovered their models, they were lost. That’s one of
the SAM rules I donʹt agree with in scale; longest flight
wins and the new rules state timing ends when the model
lands or canʹt be seen anymore. So I guess that translates
into build a big model that can carry a quart of fuel.
Regardless ‐ I had a great time.
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Another view

The weather was dead calm all day, but very hot.
My diesels ran excellently. The Dart fired up in less
than 30 seconds.
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Beginning the repair to the nose
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And what exactly is it that we are looking for in a
trimmed model?
The ideal flight for a sport free flight (FF) model
powered by an electric motor or internal combustion
engine should look like the following:

Iʹve been flying the Sparrow lately and itʹs flying well.
Initial flights with that big prop out front showed that I
needed more dihedral for stability, so I sawed the wing in
half, set the dihedral to 6° and installed a new dihedral
brace. She flies a treat now. I installed a BMJR timer
switch for the motor run which works great.
Sunday was dead calm and I was getting nice 3 minute
plus flights.
I bought a timer from BMJR models for about 12 or 15
dollars. It hooks up into the battery/motor circuit. It has an
adjustable ʺpotʺ so that you can change the run time from
a few seconds to a few minutes. The flight is at full power
until the motor cuts, so you get quite a few flights out of
one charge. It works great.
The DT is a ʺbuttonʺ timer and works well too

How to trim your Free Flight (FF) model
By Ian Easton
So what does it mean to trim you FF model?
Well, what it doesn’t mean is to decorate it nicely like
it’s some sort of holiday ornament!
What it does mean is the process of making very fine
adjustments to the flying surfaces of your model to enable
it to fly in a stable flight path under power and in a glide
with some reasonable consistently every time you launch
it.

When hand launched from above shoulder height your
model should climb steadily under power, turning in a
large left hand circle (actually a spiral) when the motor or
engine stops the model should transition into a right hand
circling glide, losing minimum height during the
transition from power on to power off. It should glide
gently and steadily down to the ground. If you’re
fortunate, you can sometimes end up with the model in a
volume of rising air, or a thermal, which can sometimes
carry your model to great heights and long distances, but
don’t worry, there are devices that can be installed in the
model to help prevent it from flying too far away and
staying within the confines of your flying field.
Seeing a well trimmed model flying a “perfect” flight
is a beautiful thing to behold and with a little patience and
a systematic approach to trimming you can have your
model performing at its best.
And just a side note to say that rubber powered
models should fly under power to the right and glide to
the right or left; but that’s a whole other issue.

Where to start
Before you launch your new creation into the sky there
are some things that you must do to minimize the risk of a
catastrophe the first time you let go of it: Prior to going to
the flying field there are a few checks that need to be done
on the bench. Do not attempt to fly your model until you
have performed them.
Check for warps. The tail, fin, and rudder must be
straight. If not, corrections have to be made. Depending
on the type of covering material you will have to use the
appropriate method to get the surfaces as flat as possible.
As for the wings, they need to be flat too, however a slight
amount (about1/8”) washout is good. What is washout?
Washout is a twist in the wing where the trailing edge
(TE) of the wing is raised above the leading edge at the
tips.. If you have washout in your wings then it must be
the same for each wing. Any differences cause
undesirable turns.
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Check the alignment of the flying surfaces. The
distance from the tip of the tail to the tip of the wing, or
some other distinguishable point should be the same on
each side. Make sure the tail and wings are at 90° to the
centerline of the fuselage looking down from above. Make
sure the fin/rudder is 90° to the tail plane. Lift up your
model and look at it head on. Make sure the tail is parallel
with the wing. Rotate the model toward you. Either raise
or lower the nose. The TE of the tail should appear or
disappear at the same point on each side of the wing. If
not you will see one side appear/disappear before the
other. Make adjustments as necessary.
Most models require a couple of degrees on down
thrust and a couple of degrees of side thrust , meaning
that looking from the side, your propeller should point
down a little when the plane is level and it should point to
the right a little when looking from above. This is a good
place to start anyway.
The most important item is the Center of Gravity (CG)
position. You must balance the model as shown on the
plan. Mark the fuselage on each side where the CG is
supposed to be – a small dot from a permanent pen or a
small pinhole works fine. If you have a “CG machine”
such as Great Planes make, then follow the instructions
provided to balance your model. A simple version can be
made with a flat board with two dowels with those wedge
shaped pencil erasers on the top, mounted perpendicular
to the board. Holding the model up with your fingers
doesn’t really do an accurate job of it. Balance it so that
the nose points down slightly. This is the starting point
for your initial flights – you may end up moving it later.
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shoulder height throw your model as if you were
throwing a dart. You want to through it firmly but not
like a javelin and not so softly that it just drops on its nose.
Do this five or six times and you’ll gat a feel for how hard
to throw it. Study its every motion carefully. You are
looking for a straight, smooth descent. It shouldn’t veer
left or right. If it always rears up the nose, stops then
takes a little dive down then it’s stalling. If it always dips
down on its nose then it’s diving.
To cure a stall place a piece of 1/64 ply (shim) under
the leading edge of the tail OR the trailing edge of the
wing. Then try hand launching again. Keep adding
shims until you stop the stall.
To cure a dive it is just the opposite. Add a shim to the
trailing edge of the tail OR the leading edge of the wing.
Once you’ve got the glide flattened you can stand up
and do your hand launches knowing that it will be fine.
It should only take about 4 shims maximum to get the
basic trim set up, any more than that then you need to
look at your initial set up again as discussed above. If the
setup is fine and the adjustments seems to be getting
excessive then move the cg back or forwards with a little
weight to see if it helps. Adding weight to a model is the
last resort.
Now that you’re launching from higher up we can see
an extended glide. Make adjustments one at a time, then
test again.

See the sketch on page 11 which will make the above
list a little clearer to understand.

It there’s a slight turn then that’s OK. If there’s a strong
turn to one side then turn the rudder 1/32” to the opposite
direction of the turn, i.e., if it’s turning left, turn the rear of
the rudder to the right. Keep adjusting until the glide is
straight.

After the above is done and all is well then it is time to
go to the flying field.

Once you get consistent, flat glides then it’s time to
add power.

At the flying field

Assuming you are using an electric motor with timer
etc. set the timer for about 10 seconds of run time. Start
the motor and launch as usual. The model should climb
gently and turn gently to the left, the power should cut
out then the model should go into a nice glide, no diving
no stalling. If that’s what it does then increase the motor
run time and just observe closely the flight pattern. Many
modellers install the propeller reversed for the first few
flights so that the initial power flights are not under full

Everything I’ve read about trimming models says to
do an initial hand launch, from shoulder height over long
grass ‐ which is fine, but I can never seem to find that
elusive long grass. So here’s what I do;
For that very first hand launch find grass as long as
you can (or even tall weeds ‐ just something to catch the
model gently) ‐ you do not want to run the motor, you just
want to see the glide. Get down on your knees, then, from
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thrust then if things appear to be OK turn the prop
around for proper installation.

or make alignment templates for the rudder that can be
checked before each flight.

If the model stalls under power add some down thrust
and try again.. If it appears to dive into the ground under
power, then reduce the down thrust.

It’s very satisfying, on a calm day, to take out your
model, power it up, launch it and watched it “do its
thing.” Seeing the wings bobble and watching your
model rise knowing you’ve caught a thermal is quite a
thrill. It’s nice too that you don’t have to concentrate on
controlling the flight ‐ you can just stand and admire your
creation display the miracle of flight.

If it turns tight to the left under power, but the glide is
fine then add some right thrust and try again. Just the
opposite if it’s turning right under power – remember you
don’t want it turning right under power. Observe each
flight closely and make tiny adjustments until you get that
perfect trim (or at least close to it).
Once you get the trim where you want it then it’s
time to really enjoy the model. If you installed a
dethermaliser mechanism, don’t forget to set it every time
you fly. Put your name, address, and phone number on
the model too.
Over time you may have to make slight adjustments
again. It’s a good idea to keep notes on your trim settings

The most important thing I left for last and that is;
have fun and encourage others to join you in this great
hobby!
CONTACT INFORMATION
Distributed by:
Bengtson Company
e‐mail: sales@aerodromerc.com
Web Site: www.aerodromerc.com
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